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What year was Raphael Semmes 
born?  



September 27, 1809  



Where did Raphael Semmes 
graduate from? 



Charlotte Hall Military Academy 



What profession did Raphael 
Semmes study when he left the 

Navy? 



Law 



What was Raphael Semmes’ 
position during the Mexican-

American War? 



Commander 



 
What was the name of the ship 

Raphael Semmes served on 
during the Mexican-American 

War? 



The USS Somers 



What was Raphael Semmes’ 
position when he entered the 

Navy 



Midshipman 



What is a midshipman? 



A midshipman is the lowest 
ranking officer in the navy 



Where did Raphael Semmes 
practice law in his early years? 



Mobile, AL 



What years did Raphael Semmes 
serve in the Civil War? 



1860-1865 



Why was Raphael Semmes 
arrested? 



He was charged with treason 



What year did Raphael Semmes 
enter the Navy? 



1926 



What is treason? 



Disloyalty to your country 



What is a prize in the context we 
discussed in class? 



It is the capture of an enemy ship 
and its cargo 



How many prizes did Raphael 
Semmes win during the Civil 

War? 



Sixty-nine 



What town is named after 
Raphael Semmes? 



Semmes, Al 



Final Jeopardy 

Tell me why you think Raphael Semmes is 
considered a famous Alabamian even 
though he was not born in the state of 
Alabama? Your answer should include 
interesting and relative facts about Raphael 
Semmes. 



Final Jeopardy Answer 
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